Introduction {#sec1}
============

Science progresses via an iterative loop between hypothesis generation, experimentation and interpretation. Interpretation and generation of hypothesis relies on putting new data in context with existing relevant knowledge. Researchers typically need to access the relevant knowledge to their research question and hypothesis. One method we have for accessing existing relevant knowledge are review articles, as they summarize the current knowledge of a particular topic. In the context of hypothesis generation, reviews are designed to collect all evidence that answers a specific question. These evidence focuses on information that directly relate to the research question, background knowledge specific to the research question domain such as a disease and experimental data. All these different data and knowledge are synthesized from structured distributed knowledge bases or unstructured scientific papers and experimental datasets. These systematic review articles are common in biomedicine, but the content is typically expressed only as free-text in scholarly papers, which is not easily queryable and computable. Leveraging the knowledge and data contained in a review by researchers is currently not possible in a computer-accessible and automatic way. Consequently, the community does not benefit from the full value of review articles for hypothesis generation.

![**Conceptual overview of structured review articles.** This figure represents the distribution of knowledge in databases accessible to the community in terms of domains compiled (X axis) and information structured (Y axis). Gray squares indicate knowledge focus of a database with regards to the domain(s) and information structured.](baaa015f1){#f1}

To harness computationally the content summarized in reviews, researchers typically must spend much of their time and effort searching, pre-processing and integrating biomedical information. The landscape of biomedical information resources is heterogeneous and broad. As a result, the informatics community is very often faced with the challenge of integrating data across many knowledge resources ([Figure 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). Most of these knowledge resources organize information for a relatively limited scope of information types, and across a wide range of biological domains. For example, BioGRID focuses on integrating data on physical and genetic interactions ([@ref1]), and the Gene Ontology Consortium annotates functions of gene products ([@ref2]). In addition, information aggregation platforms like Monarch ([@ref3]), the EBI RDF platform ([@ref4]) and Open PHACTS ([@ref5]) integrate data for several information types into a single data infrastructure such as knowledge graphs. While these meta-databases are valuable, their objective is typically different from the goals of a domain-specific review article, which usually focuses on a richly heterogeneous network of knowledge in a relatively limited scope of biology.

Knowledge graphs are computer-readable semantic representations of relational information, where concepts are encoded as nodes, and the relationships between those concepts are represented as edges. Knowledge graphs make it easy to integrate information from many sources, to explore heterogeneous information within a single data model and to infer new relationships via efficient queries. Knowledge graphs have been used to organize background knowledge for data interpretation and hypothesis generation in a wide variety of contexts ([@ref6],[@ref4],[@ref10]).

This work focuses on the complementary challenge of organizing a diverse and heterogeneous graph of knowledge relevant to a research question in a relatively defined domain area for hypothesis generation, and performing this integration in a way that is amenable to computational analysis. We call this type of effort a 'structured review article'. We propose structured review articles as knowledge graphs focused on specific domains and research questions. The goal of a structured review article is to organize relevant knowledge to make it interpretable and queryable by humans and computers. A structured review is similar to a systematic review in that it attempts to summarize current knowledge and evidence relevant to a research question, but it is different in that the knowledge is assembled in a modern and computable fashion. The benefit of this transformation is that the knowledge is computationally accessible and efficiently processable. This allows for the application of graph and artificial intelligence algorithms and tools and better promotes the FAIR principles ([@ref13],[@ref14]). As a proof-of-concept, we worked with researchers studying NGLY1 Deficiency (DOID:0060728), an ultra-rare disease first reported in 2012 that affects less than 100 patients worldwide with no treatment ([@ref15]). They previously found evidence of a genetic association between NGLY1 and aquaporins ([@ref16]) where multiple aquaporins' transcription was reduced in NGLY1-deficient cells by an unknown mechanism. Here, we explored the use of knowledge graphs as structured review articles to identify plausible regulatory mechanisms to explain these observations.

To demonstrate the value of this concept, we created a structured review article of NGLY1 Deficiency. In contrast to traditional free-text review articles, this structured review exists as a living knowledge graph that is curated by humans and accessible to computational analyses. Construction of this structured review was based on an iterative cycle of defining a research question, ingesting relevant data resources and querying the resulting knowledge graph. Essential to this process was a close collaboration and iterative design with domain experts in NGLY1 Deficiency. To generalize this process to any domain area, we created tools to assist the creation and exploration of focused knowledge graphs. We also created a tool for community curation and contribution. We show how structured reviews are efficient knowledge structures for access and usability for humans and computers that may be particularly useful in rare disease research to springboard hypothesis building, to identify potential collaborations and to suggest potential testable hypotheses for drug discovery or repurposing.

Methods {#sec2}
=======

Biomedical data {#sec3}
---------------

The criteria to select our resources were (i) containing substantive information to answer the research question, (ii) open and commonly used and (iii) curated and maintained. To construct our NGLY1 Deficiency-focused knowledge graph, we utilized the following structured knowledge and data resources:

-   We did biocuration to collect background knowledge specific to NGLY1 Deficiency and NGLY1 and structured it as a semantic network; see more details in the [Results](#sec8){ref-type="sec"} section. We used the 20180118 network version (<https://github.com/NuriaQueralt/bioknowledge-reviewer/tree/master/bioknowledge_reviewer/curation/data/v20180118>).

-   We used Wikidata (<http://wikidata.org/>) to retrieve metadata for our biocurated network such as identifiers (IDs) from different vocabularies or entity cross-references, human readable labels, synonyms and descriptions. Wikidata is a project of the Wikimedia Foundation that enables the collaborative construction of a centralized graph database. Wikidata contains biomedical knowledge populated automatically from trusted authorities such as NCBI's Entrez Gene, PubChem and the Human Disease Ontology ([@ref17]). Using the Wikidata SPARQL API (<http://query.wikidata.org>), we retrieved data from the 201703 version.

-   We used the Monarch Initiative platform ([@ref3]) to retrieve human and animal model biological data and metadata for node and edge attributes in the structured review. The Monarch Initiative is developing a Knowledge Graph devoted to semantically integrating genomic, phenomic and related information from several species, tracking the evidence of the relationships. This integration is done with a clear emphasis to translate biomedical curated knowledge from animal models to human biology. Using the Monarch Biolink API (<https://api.monarchinitiative.org/api/>) we retrieved data from the 201 901 version.

-   We used the tftargets R package (<https://github.com/slowkow/tftargets>) and the Molecular Signature Database (MSigDb) ([@ref18],[@ref19]) to retrieve human transcription factors (TFs) and their associated target genes data and metadata for node and edge attributes in the structured review. tftargets aggregates experimental and curated gene regulatory information from the TRED ([@ref20]), ENCODE ([@ref21]), Neph2012 ([@ref22]) and TRRUST ([@ref23]) databases. We also retrieved regulatory relationships from MSigDB, a collection of annotated gene sets (the C3:TFT sub-collection v6.1) ([@ref24]).

-   We included one RNA-Seq dataset on a Drosophila model of NGLY1 Deficiency ([@ref25]). To create lists of differentially expressed genes, we filtered for absolute fold change \>1.5 and false discovery rate (FDR) \< 0.05. We represented that Pngl (fly ortholog of NGLY1) is associated with misregulated processes by relating it to each differentially expressed gene using the 'interacts with' semantics.

-   We used the BioThings MyGene.info API (<http://mygene.info/>) ([@ref26],[@ref27]) to annotate synonyms, name and description node attributes. We queried mygene.info services on 2019-01.

-   We used the Human Metabolome Database (HMDB) ([@ref28]) to manually extract facts related to the GlcNAc metabolite. HMDB is a freely available electronic database containing detailed chemical, clinical and biological information about small molecule metabolites found in the human body. We used the version 2017-05.

ID normalization {#sec4}
----------------

To normalize entities and relations from different data models, we used a variety of methods. For normalization of curated data to Monarch model we used the Wikidata SPARQL endpoint to retrieve cross-references to map entities. Diseases were linked to MONDO IDs by adding an extra 'skos:exactMatch' relationship. We used the MONDO ontology (<http://obofoundry.org/ontology/mondo.html>) to link disease IDs and retrieve node metadata. We used the OWL file version 2018-04-15 (<http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/mondo/releases/2018-04-15/mondo.owl>). Genes were normalized to HGNC by using BioThings [MyGene.info](http://MyGene.info) API. We queried [mygene.info](http://mygene.info) services on 2019-01. The semantics of all relationships were manually mapped to the ontologies used in Monarch model. Manual inspection of a sample of these mappings confirmed the quality of this process.

The BioKnowledge Reviewer Library {#sec5}
---------------------------------

We created a library using the Python 3 programmatic language to reproduce the creation protocol of the structured review in a workflow. Functionality was guided by knowledge and reasoning of NGLY1 researchers. Under the research question, experts formulated a priori the specific questions they wanted to explore in the graph. The library is designed to give flexibility on the construction of the review network by choosing, concatenating and merging topic-specific networks. It allows to build reviews in a modular way by steps in the workflow and by different topics. We adopted a modular approach for its management to facilitate its reusability, update and consistency checking. The architecture of the system has four components ([Figure 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). This programming library is versioned in GitHub to enable the community to add new functionality required to review new pieces of knowledge and apply it to answer more diverse types of questions. Availability at

![**Library architecture.** Architecture of the system based on four components. The edges component contains libraries with functions to collect, normalize and format the information and data resources we want to integrate as individual networks. The graph component contains functions to integrate and create the knowledge graph. The Neo4j component contains the module to import the graph into Neo4j. Finally, the hypothesis-generation component contains the modules to query the graph, structure the resulting semantic paths and extract summaries to analyse connections and the evidence.](baaa015f2){#f2}

Library: <https://github.com/SuLab/bioknowledge-reviewer>

Workflow notebook: <https://github.com/SuLab/bioknowledge-reviewer/blob/master/bioknowledge_reviewer/graph_v3.2_v20190616.ipynb>

Data storage and mining {#sec6}
-----------------------

We used the Neo4j graph database framework for storage, management and mining of structured data. The graph database approach has been shown to facilitate management and exploration of biomedical knowledge ([@ref29]). Neo4j enables users to query the graph using the Cypher query language, either through an API or a graphical user interface. All data were imported into the Neo4j Community Server v3.5.3.

Evaluation {#sec7}
----------

To evaluate the disease-based biocuration, we utilized the Semantic MEDLINE Database (SemMedDB) ([@ref30]). SemMedDB is a repository of semantic relations sentence-based extracted from the titles and abstracts of all PubMed citations by a general knowledge-based text mining system called SemRep ([@ref31]). We used version semmedVER31_R, which contains information about approximately 94.0 million relations from all of PubMed citations (about 27.9 million citations).

Results {#sec8}
=======

Construction of the knowledge graph {#sec9}
-----------------------------------

The overarching goal of our study was to introduce structured review articles as a new way of processing scientific knowledge in the context of hypothesis generation. With this aim, we assessed structured reviews to generate mechanistic hypotheses for recent experimental observations. Specifically, we sought to explain the phenotypic effects of aquaporins on cellular phenotypes of NGLY1 Deficiency. Researchers found a transcriptional regulation link between NGLY1, ENGASE and AQP1 ([@ref16]). However, the mechanism of this effect on a molecular level was not clear. Therefore, to identify plausible potential mechanisms to explain this observation and others like it, we iteratively constructed a knowledge graph that focused on information relevant to the NGLY1 gene, NGLY1 Deficiency and aquaporins.

### Domain expert knowledge {#sec10}

We seeded our graph with nine key concepts as initial nodes---seven genes (NGLY1 human (HGNC:17646), AQP1 human (HGNC:633), AQP1 mouse (MGI:103201), ENGASE human (HGNC:24622), NFE2L1 human (HGNC:7781), AQP3 human (HGNC:636), AQP11 human (HGNC:19940)), one metabolite (GlcNAc (HMDB:HMDB00215)) and the disease NGLY1 Deficiency (OMIM:615273). NFE2L1 is a TF recently discovered to be dependent on NGLY1 ([@ref32]). Using these nodes as seeds, we then retrieved as much biomedical information as possible on these entities. We first consulted the knowledge base created by the Monarch Initiative ([@ref3]). We expanded our network to include all concepts with an explicit relationship to one of our nine seed nodes. This expanded network included 713 nodes, including 234 genes, 80 diseases/phenotypes, 174 pathways, 111 tissues, 49 gene variants and 65 genotypes (genetic backgrounds associated with individuals, cell lines or mouse models) that were connected via 6756 edges. Although the Monarch-derived network provided an important foundation for our work, we found that Monarch expansion alone did not represent several key facets that were important to our query, including edges related to the GlcNAc metabolite, protein function and domain information and specific transcriptional regulatory relationships. Therefore, we then performed a targeted expansion of our network via three strategies.

### Biocuration {#sec11}

To include the most recent findings described in the literature around the molecular basis and clinical description of the disease, we curated two scientific papers that together compiled biomedical knowledge relevant to NGLY1 Deficiency. Together, the papers by Enns *et al*. in 2014 ([@ref35]) and Lam *et al*. in 2017 ([@ref36]) captured the known molecular biology involved in the disorder and the most recent and complete characteristics of the clinical phenotypic spectrum. Based on these two papers, we added to our knowledge network 101 phenotypes linked to NGLY1 Deficiency and an additional 142 biological relationships joining genes, variants and functions. This work also directly led to the creation of a term for NGLY1 Deficiency in the Human Disease Ontology ([@ref37]), and the creation of 45 new phenotype terms in the Human Phenotype Ontology ([@ref38]).

To evaluate the relevance of this curation effort, we compared our results with text mined statements in SemMedDB ([@ref30]). Our manual curation effort resulted in more relationships (243 curated versus 11 text mined statements) and with more precise expressivity than via text mining. For instance, SemMedDB identified only four statements related to NGLY1 Deficiency phenotypes, and the information content was much less precise than our manual biocuration.

In addition, Owings *et al.* showed that GlcNAc is a metabolite with a potential key role in the molecular basis of NGLY1 Deficiency ([@ref25]). As Monarch does not include metabolites in its knowledge base, we extracted edges related to GlcNAc from the Human Metabolome Database ([@ref28]), KEGG ([@ref39]), ChEBI ([@ref40]) and ChEMBL ([@ref41]). This work resulted in the addition of 362 edges and 302 nodes to our knowledge graph.

### Ortholog phenotypes {#sec12}

To increase the connectivity around NGLY1 and aquaporins, we included animal model information since the conserved biology could help explain the pathology in humans. We first added to our graph the orthologs for the seven seed genes, as well as the orthologs for all genes connected to any of the nine seed nodes. From these gene--ortholog edges, we then added all ortholog--phenotype relationships from Monarch. As a result, we expanded our network with 246 new ortholog nodes, 570 new phenotype nodes and 4930 new edges.

### TF regulation {#sec13}

To test the hypothesis that NGLY1 and aquaporins are mechanistically related through altered transcriptional regulation, we looked for data sources of known experimentally determined TF--gene relations. We also integrated a recently published NGLY1 Deficiency fly model transcriptomic profile data set [(25)](https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?cYYuKA) into the review and merged the collected TF--gene data. As a result, we expanded our network with 9723 TF--gene edges and 386 expression edges (including 4226 new genes from which 640 are known TFs).

Finally, we again used the Monarch database to retrieve pairwise relationships between network nodes. The final knowledge graph contained 9361 nodes, including 6152 genes or proteins, 2486 diseases or phenotypes, 355 pathways, 193 genotypes, 117 tissues, 50 variants, 7 chemical compounds and 1 organism and contained 234 717 edges across 29 relationship types. Our final NGLY1-focused knowledge graph integrated data and knowledge derived from scientific literature, domain experts, databases and gene expression data.

The amount of effort required to develop the structured review depended on the structure of the resource added, being the curation process of the scientific literature the most demanding. Conceptually, the creation of structured review articles is as subjective as a regular review. The objective part is that researchers should focus on collecting relevant information, background knowledge and experimental data that are key to the hypothesis and research question. Hence, the construction workflow of a review article is generalizable to (i) collect, (ii) integrate as a knowledge graph, (iii) import into a graph database and (iv) query the review for hypothesis generation.

Data model {#sec14}
----------

The data model represents heterogeneous biomedical knowledge using common controlled vocabularies and ontologies in the Life Sciences to identify nodes and edges. Regarding node and edge human readable descriptions, we put special emphasis on being sufficient and efficient, i.e. the minimum but useful amount of information for our biologist users to understand the relational information, the entities involved and the supporting evidence backing each edge when accessible. For nodes, we included an ID, a label, a name and a description. For edges, we included a property ID, a label, a property Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) to link to a more detailed description of the semantics of the relation, a sentence supporting the relation extracted by biocuration from the original scientific publication or stating the source of provenance, and a reference URI to trace back the description of the relation in the original research study. A detailed description of the data model is available at [ngly1graph.org](http://ngly1graph.org). This data model allows users to query the graph by any of these node and edge attributes.

Implementation and availability {#sec15}
===============================

Review creation by bioinformatic workflows {#sec16}
------------------------------------------

To create and analyse the structured review, we created a Python library and a jupyter notebook based on the knowledge graph construction protocol described above. The library allows any researcher to automate and reproduce the ingestion, integration of all data sources and the creation of the knowledge graph in bioinformatic workflows. The workflow design meets the organic and iterative process performed with users. Every review can be created by mixing and remixing evolving knowledge on different topics, and it is versioned for use and reuse. Using the library, we can also derive structured hypotheses alongside each structured review, in the same workflow. This enables researchers: (i) to update the review iteratively avoiding redundant effort, and with own private datasets, (ii) to reuse reviews to revisit the hypothesis with new findings and (iii) to share with other researchers for reproduction, discussion or curation or even as a citation. In addition to automating the exact work described in this manuscript, these programmatic tools also allow this general strategy to be generalized to other disease areas and enable other developers to extend our work to new knowledge resources. To see a figure of a canonical workflow, please refer to the 'Library architecture' section in the README in GitHub (<https://github.com/NuriaQueralt/bioknowledge-reviewer>). The README provides documentation and a jupyter notebook with the creation workflow used to build the review.

Data access {#sec17}
-----------

We stored the resulting graph in a Web-based application for dissemination, querying, visualization and curation. This application is a hybrid between two technologies---Neo4j and Wikibase---with complementary strengths: knowledge navigation and knowledge contribution. Neo4j is a graph database with several useful features. First, Neo4j offers a powerful graph query language ('Cypher') that enables any researcher to mine the database on our central server without having to set up any computer hardware or software of their own. Second, Neo4j also provides a Web-based graphical user interface for interactive database access and exploration. To provide simple starting points, we created Neo4j 'guides' as basic tutorials, which contain templates for representative queries that can be extended and customized. Third, Neo4j utilizes a simple structured data format for both data import and export. This data structure facilitates the downstream reuse of the network using external tools and custom analyses.

The second component of our application is based on Wikibase, a system that enables living community curation and contribution of structured data. One of our key motivating design features was the ability for the NGLY1 community to contribute to a centralized community resource, but Neo4j does not have an easy mechanism for this purpose. Wikibase is the open source software that powers Wikidata, a crowdsourced effort to curate, manage and share structured data ([@ref42]). The Wikibase software offers manual editing via a Web-based interface, as well as automated editing via an API. Wikibase also includes detailed change tracking, and a SPARQL endpoint as the RDF query service a key technology for connecting with Linked Data and the Semantic Web.

Joining the Neo4j and Wikibase components in a single hybrid system is a continuously running, real-time synchronization engine. This synchronization allows to perform updates of underlying databases through the library and keep track of these changes in the state of the review in the history of Wikibase. This hybrid system combines the complementary strengths of each component---community contributions via Web-based and programmatic interfaces, a Web-based interface for graph visualization and powerful query capabilities for discovery through two widely used query languages. Finally, the structured review can be accessed via download of code and data, data as CSV or the interoperable RDF format.

Applications {#sec18}
============

Community curation {#sec19}
------------------

The NGLY1 community (and other rare disease communities in general) do not have the resources to sustain focused biocuration efforts. Therefore, we turned to community curation as a mechanism to continue the maintenance and expansion of the NGLY1 knowledge graph to keep it up-to-date. Our interface for community curation is based on Wikibase, the software underlying Wikidata. This Wikibase extension allows anyone in the community to directly add and edit information to the NGLY1 knowledge graph through an online, graphical interface. Importantly, community curated data is fully structured at time of submission, making it fully integrated into the knowledge network. Every contribution made in the graph is tracked (time, curator and change) in the history link of each entity page, either node or edge, and the structured review can be dumped and versioned from either Wikibase or Neo4j implementations.

![**Exploration of mechanistic paths between NGLY1 and AQP1 based on the regulatory hypothesis.** (**A**) First query topology for the regulatory hypothesis. We defined a path topology based on gene pathways of length four linking the NGLY1 ortholog in Drosophila (Pngl) with the human AQP1 gene. The bridging nodes and edges were based on transcriptional regulatory relationships in both Drosophila and human, plus orthology relationships between human and fly genes. (**B**) Mechanistic hypotheses resulted from the first query.](baaa015f3){#f3}

This centralized, community-maintained resource will facilitate the exchange of knowledge across the entire NGLY1 community. Wikibase also makes these data interoperable with the broader ecosystem of Linked Data resources, which in turn will facilitate further reuse and additional data integration.

Hypothesis generation and exploration {#sec20}
-------------------------------------

A structured review brings together different topics that open the possibility to unveil hypotheses by mining existing knowledge, as well as by offering additional ways to use existing knowledge to contextualize newly generated data. Now the user can easily interrogate multi-dimensional and multi-domain knowledge and data in the structured review from a single endpoint. The user can traverse the NGLY1 Deficiency gene expression data in Drosophila, human TF--gene relationships and the heterogeneous content on genes, pathways, phenotypes or gene--gene interactions and their crosstalk between different species to mine the gap of knowledge to generate hypotheses around the research question. Some example queries that explore potential mechanistic links between NGLY1 and AQP1 include the following:

1.  \(i\) Do NGLY1 and AQP1 (or related genes) share any phenotypes in NGLY1 and AQP1 knockout animals?

2.  \(ii\) Do NGLY1 interacts with TFs related to AQP1 transcriptional regulation?

3.  \(iii\) Do AQP1 and phenotypes of NGLY1 Deficiency share associated genes?

To illustrate a possible use of the NGLY1 Deficiency knowledge graph, we developed the research question of whether the AQP1 gene may be important in the NGLY1 Deficiency phenotypes. To answer this question, biologists can interrogate the review as a graph with only two simple queries: a first query to find mechanistic links between NGLY1 and AQP1 gene expression and a second query to find links between these mechanisms and the disease phenotypes. These queries are detailed in a Neo4j guide available at [ngly1graph.org](http://ngly1graph.org).

First, to identify mechanistic links between these two genes, we formulated a query template based on the hypothesis that they are related via transcriptional regulation looking for an NGLY1 dependent TF which regulates AQP1 or what we called herein the *regulatory hypothesis*. We found no direct regulatory links between the human NGLY1 gene and AQP1 gene. Therefore, we expanded our query to include regulatory links that were described in Drosophila orthologs [(25)](https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?Qymwub) ([Figure 3A](#f3){ref-type="fig"}).

![**Exploration of the evidence relating candidate regulators of AQP1 to NGLY1 Deficiency phenotypes.** (**A**) Second query topology for the AQP1 regulation-disease phenotypes shared genetic basis hypothesis. (**B**) Hypotheses resulted from the second query. All edges are of type 'has phenotype'.](baaa015f4){#f4}

This query returned 19 paths, each of which represents a potential mechanistic hypothesis of how NGLY1 and AQP1 are related ([Figure 3B](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). The genes TP53 (HGNC:11998), TBP (HGNC:11588) and LEF1 (HGNC:6551) are candidate regulators identified by the query. TP53 interacts via the proteasome complex (PSMA1 (HGNC:9530), PSMA4, PSMC3 (HGNC:9549)), SQSTM1 (HGNC:11280), a multifunctional protein that binds ubiquitin, and MYC (HGNC:7553), which is a phosphoprotein also related to TBP and LEF1. Further network exploration unveiled that TP53 interacts with TBP ([@ref43]) and, interestingly, that TBP is an interactor of MEF2A (HGNC:6993) ([@ref31]), a known transcriptional regulator of AQP1 ([@ref24]) and a member of a TF protein family recently associated with AQP1 transcription regulation ([@ref48]).

To further explore this regulatory hypothesis, we queried the knowledge graph for relationships between phenotypes associated with NGLY1 Deficiency and the candidate genes identified in the previous query ([Figure 4A](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). This query was designed to prioritize those candidate genes based on available prior evidence linking them to NGLY1 Deficiency phenotypes.

This query returned 30 paths that link AQP1 to 14 NGLY1 Deficiency phenotypes through genes involved in the regulatory hypothesis ([Figure 4B](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). These paths highlighted a potential mechanistic role for four candidate genes: SQSTM1 (HGNC:11280), MYC (HGNC:7553), TP53 (HGNC:11998), TBP (HGNC:11588). For instance, SQSTM1 encodes a protein with regulatory activity on the inflammatory/immune responses related to the nuclear factor kappa-B signalling pathway, which is linked to cancer and nervous system processes such as synaptic plasticity and learning ([@ref49]). The query results show that SQSTM1 has previously been linked to several phenotypes associated with NGLY1 Deficiency, including 'Cerebellum atrophy', 'peripheral nervous system disease' or interestingly 'Dysmetria', a phenotype caused by lesions in the cerebellum or proprioceptive nerves that lead to the cerebellum that coordinate visual, spatial and other sensory information with motor control ([@ref53]). From the first query, we can see that SQSTM1 interacts with TP53, which in turn is also linked to 'Dysmetria'.

In the Neo4j interface, users can interactively visualize any of the paths identified in these queries, check entity attributes such as a human readable description and explore the evidence and context of each statement accessing the supporting reference through its URI. Users can also extract a table summarizing interesting path features like the most common genes from the transcriptome or the most common TFs (see an example in the Neo4j guide).

The examples described here are just two representative queries that demonstrate the power of mining a semantically precise knowledge graph. The Cypher query language offers powerful capabilities to harness the knowledge in our structured review. Users can formulate Cypher query templates corresponding to their biological question. Cypher templates can handle a broad spectrum of queries, from very precise queries that correspond to specific mechanistic hypotheses, to open-ended queries that flexibly retrieve paths that incorporate arbitrary types of connectivity. More example queries using the Cypher query language are provided in the advanced Neo4j guide available from [ngly1graph.org](http://ngly1graph.org).

To interrogate the review, researchers with no previous experience in interacting with network tools started with the template queries in the guide. Templates walk beginning users through the process of creating a simple case. The definition in collaboration with them of the data model eased both interrogation and understanding of results. To explore this research question without the NGLY1 graph, researchers would have to explore several databases and make time-consuming pre-processing steps and analysis on the results of these searches. Instead, the knowledge graph we have created enables researchers to query the graph with complex questions, to traverse different domains and databases in one single query and to explore disease-specific hypotheses and evidence. These extracted NGLY1-AQP1 regulatory mechanistic links provide a knowledge foundation for bench researchers to create an informed regulatory hypothesis to evaluate in the laboratory. The knowledge sources and versions used to generate the hypothesis are available and described online in the 'Data' section of the Neo4j guide, and they were selected jointly with our collaborators. This is important since we assessed that additions of new sources can affect the explanations obtained if they are relevant to answer the question, such as the new deep phenotyping dataset added.

Discussion {#sec21}
==========

To enable knowledge exploration and exploitation for researchers working on a specific question, we explored the use of knowledge graphs as structured review articles. With our approach, we built the first review article for NGLY1 Deficiency rare disease-specific topic, and we demonstrated that it is now an actionable knowledge resource for the whole community. This paper describes how the resource supports knowledge discovery and dissemination, and it supports and facilitates collaboration between experimental researchers and bioinformaticians.

This work was motivated by the goal of identifying mechanistic hypotheses for an experimental observation. While this general procedure is not unique to our effort, we have incorporated two features that we believe make this work a notable contribution in this area. First, we have focused on creating a structured review article, which is distinct from other review articles in that the output is computationally accessible, and also distinct from other structured data integration efforts because of its relatively narrow and deep focus on a particular domain area. Second, we have published this structured review article to the community in the form of a centralized resource (accessible at <http://ngly1graph.org/contribute/>), a living knowledge graph that can be continually refined by community curation.

To put in context our new way of processing scientific knowledge for comparison, typically structured knowledge resources are created by curation efforts. On the one hand, there are homogeneous edge-specific resources such as GO, BioGRID, STRING, HPRD, UniProt, Reactome, KEGG or MP ([@ref2],[@ref1],[@ref54],[@ref39],[@ref58]). On the other hand, there are heterogeneous data integration knowledge bases such as the Monarch knowledge graph ([@ref3]). Curated resources are vast but incomplete because the majority of the wealth of knowledge is unstructured since expert curation cannot keep the pace of scientific production.

To organize this knowledge, several text mined heterogeneous knowledge bases have been developed ([@ref30],[@ref59]). Text mined resources are comprehensive but without the semantic specificity required to be useful for the rare disease field. Also, heterogeneous knowledge bases typically have a broad scope to get a systems level understanding, but lack a focus on domain-specific knowledge to address a specific question.

A structured review article helps to mine the gap of knowledge where other resources are incomplete or not expressive enough for the domain or question to solve. Here, we created a Neo4j-Wikibase framework and a Python library to aid in the construction of a new knowledge resource to synthesize information focused on a specific research question. These tools facilitate the integration of data from diverse heterogeneous resources: from manual curation to biomedical databases, to experimental data, to expert knowledge. This knowledge integration library produces complete research objects, i.e. a workflow with the data, the code, the graph and structured hypotheses. These research objects promote more efficient research and reproducible science. Also, relative to traditional review articles, structured review articles are more Findable, Accessible, Interoperable and Reusable ([@ref60],[@ref61]).

This work focused on NGLY1 Deficiency, an ultra-rare disease that has been diagnosed in fewer than 100 children worldwide. However, the principles and tools developed herein are generalizable to other domain areas, and we believe they will be of particular interest and utility to the rare disease community. The community curation application enables living structured review and promotes the creation of FAIR content from the time of its inception. In areas where investments in data infrastructure are modest, these tools will facilitate synergy between experimental and computational biologists and between data curators and data miners.
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